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BLOOM
OUR NEW COLLECTION OF SEED CARDS

Illustrated by Clare Owen, finished with satin gold foil and smooth rounded corners.  
Each card comes with 5 seed sticks and simple growing instructions inside  

for the recipient to plant in pots or their garden and watch them grow. Blooming lovely.

FSC certified stock  |  GF Smith callisto Pearl envelope  |  A6 in size    
Satin gold foil and die-cut finish  |  Biodegradable seedsticks inside  |  Kard klasp label  

RRP: £3.75   |   Wholesale price per unit: £1.50   |   Pack size: 6

From bee-friendly wild flowers, to aromatic herbs and sweet British strawberries,  
each beautifully illustrated card has been cleverly constructed to house the seed sticks inside 

whilst still maintaining the traditional greeting card format.

To request samples or place an order 
email hello@stormyknight.co.uk or call 0117 9098684

This card contains a selection of mixed herbs... 
pop them on your windowsill to help make your 

new house a home!

This card contains biodegradable and sustainable  
seed sticks that will grow into basil, chives and parsley - 

perfect for growing in gardens or sunny windows!

Basil, parsley and chive make the perfect  
chef’s companions for adding some delicious flavour.

They couldn’t be any easier to plant… just push  
the seed sticks into soil and watch them grow! 

CONGRATULATIONS  
ON YOUR NEW HOME!

MIXED HERB 
SEEDS

© STORMY KNIGHT 2021.

Illustration © Clare Owen 
Designed and made in the UK. 
Card and envelope printed onto  
FSC certified material.

www.stormyknight.co.uk
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Break o� a seed stickPush the pointed end into soil up to the 

depth line and waterLeave the stick in position as your new 

plant grows
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GROWING INSTRUCTIONSMIXED HERB SEEDSSeeds germinate in 10-20 days

MIXED HERB SEEDSThis mix of basil, parsley and chive are 
the perfect chef’s companion for 
adding some delicious flavour. 

Grow them in the home or garden.
Biodegradable and sustainable.Made in the UK.
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Mixed Herbs 
BLOOM08

Forget-Me-Not 
BLOOM07 

Lavender 
BLOOM09 

Strawberries 
BLOOM05

Dwarf Sunflowers 
BLOOM04

Poppies 
BLOOM06

Bee-friendly 
BLOOM01

Wild Flowers 
BLOOM02

Chamomile 
BLOOM03


